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introduction
The Teouma Lapita site in southern Efate (Fig. 1) was located in 2004 (Bedford
et al. 2006). During three ﬁeld seasons completed to date (2004–2006), 48 burial
features have been discovered, some in direct association with decorated Lapita
pots, a unique situation in more than 200 Lapita sites excavated throughout the
western Paciﬁc (Bedford et al. 2009). This paper describes the ﬂaked lithic assem-
blage from the Teouma site and discusses its cultural signiﬁcance. It concentrates
on provenance studies of the obsidian artifacts and an overview of the technolog-
ical analysis of the ﬂaked lithic artifacts in general, which will be addressed in more
detail in a separate study (Reepmeyer 2009).
Extensive research on the obsidian sources in the Paciﬁc has identiﬁed the
transport of West New Britain obsidian throughout Near Oceania and into Re-
mote Oceania and Island Southeast Asia during Lapita times (Bellwood and Koon
1989; Best 1987; Sand 2000; Summerhayes 2009; Torrence et al. 1992). Until
recently there were only a few large assemblages known outside the Bismarck Ar-
chipelago (cf. Green 1987). These included Lapita sites on or near Buka Island at
the northern end of the main Solomons in Near Oceania (Wickler 2001), and
three main Lapita sites in the Reefs–Santa Cruz group across the boundary into
Remote Oceania. With the exception of these latter sites the occurrence of this
raw material has proven exceptionally rare across that boundary. Only a handful
of West New Britain obsidian artifacts were known from Lapita sites in Vanuatu,
New Caledonia, and Fiji (Ambrose 1976; Best 1987; Sand 2000).
The situation has now changed as far as northern and central Vanuatu are con-
cerned. As well as Teouma, the recently reported Lapita site of Makue, Aore
Island, northern Vanuatu, has produced a sizable amount of West New Britain
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obsidian artifacts, sourced using density analysis (Galipaud and Swete-Kelly 2007).
Current research indicates that the transport of West New Britain obsidian in any
quantity outside of New Britain to the south and east was limited to the coloniza-
tion phase of the Lapita migration (Sheppard 1993; Summerhayes 2009). How-
ever, later contact with the Bismarck Archipelago may be evident through occa-
sional import of Admiralty Islands obsidian into sites in the Reefs–Santa Cruz
Fig. 1. Map of the Teouma site location in southern Efate, Vanuatu.
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Islands and on Tikopia in the southeast Solomons (Green 1987; Kirch and Yen
1982; see also Reepmeyer 2009; Spriggs et al. submitted).
From the ﬁve known obsidian subsources in West New Britain, it was
thought that only products from the source of Kutau/Bao (previously known as
Talasea) were exported outside of the Bismarck Archipelago. Obsidian from the
subsources of Baki, Gulu, Hamilton, and Mopir were restricted in distribution
to the Bismarck Archipelago (Torrence and Summerhayes 1997). Additionally,
Mopir obsidian is not associated with early and middle Lapita assemblages in
West New Britain, as the Mount Witori eruption at 3480–3150 b.p. (modal date
3315 b.p.) (Lentfer and Torrence 2007; Petrie and Torrence 2008 : 740) caused
widespread destruction and covered this subsource (Torrence et al. 2000). How-
ever, it re-appears at the end of the middle and into the late Lapita phase in West
New Britain and at sites on Watom, o¤ the coast of East New Britain (Anson
2000).
site description
Since the discovery of the Teouma site in 2004 three ﬁeld seasons have resulted in
the excavation of 275 m2. Only a short summary of the already described (Bed-
ford et al. 2004; 2006, 2009) stratigraphy of the site will be given here. The three
ﬁeld seasons concentrated largely on the cemetery area, to recover information
from areas that had been damaged by quarrying but not completely destroyed.
Renewed research in 2008 is focusing on the settlement deposits and the overall
stratigraphy of the site (Bedford et al. 2009 : 220).
Teouma is situated on an uplifted reef terrace approximately 800 m inland
from the current shoreline. Shortly before initial human settlement a tephra de-
posit leveled out the reef terrace, so that burials had to be dug into the tephra in
recesses of the reef bedrock, as well as into upper beach deposits immediately ad-
jacent. There is some evidence, still under investigation, for a contemporary
small-scale settlement focus immediately to the east of the cemetery area. After
the initial period of cemetery use, there was a hiatus in use of the site. Settlement
deposits of up to one meter were later deposited on top of the burials, seemingly
after the earlier function of the site was forgotten or discounted.
Layer discrimination in the cemetery area is di‰cult as burial in-ﬁlls are gener-
ally indistinguishable from the unweathered tephra into which they were dug.
The overlying occupation horizon is in contrast very distinctive with only a thin
transition zone between the two. The earliest use of the site was probably around
3100–3000 b.p. (Layer 3) with an Erueti phase occupation phase commencing
after about 2800 b.p. (Layer 2) (Bedford et al. 2006 : 818). The site was abandoned
no later than 2500 b.p. as no late Erueti (c. 2500–2300 b.p) pottery has been
recovered.
geochemical analysis
Obsidian
In this study the method of Laser Ablation–Inductively Coupled Plasma–Mass
Spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) was employed to chemically characterize solid rocks
(for detailed experimental setup and methods used, see Longerich et al. 1996;
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Reepmeyer 2008, 2009; Speakman and Ne¤ 2005). Mass spectrometry allows the
analysis of a wide range of elements, including major, minor, and rare earth ele-
ments. Additionally, X-ray analysis was employed to analyze geochemically the
major element distribution in the samples and as an external calibration method
for the mass spectrometry using SiO2. The count rates for all elements are ratioed
to silica, and the average of the laser on element/Si ratio is multiplied by the SiO2
content of the glass.
Analysis of the samples was conducted using an AGILENT 7500S Inductively
Coupled Plasma–Mass Spectrometer combined with an EXIMER laser ablation
system. A laser diameter of 86 mm was chosen. Counts for 39 isotopes were deter-
mined by calculating the mean counts for each element from three runs. For
multivariate statistical analysis SPSS and the C2 package were employed ( Juggins
2005; SPSS 2000). Absolute ppm counts of isotopes were processed using loga-
rithmic (lg) transformation and then analyzed using Principal Components Analy-
sis (Baxter 2006). In addition, samples were analyzed using a JEOL JSM6400
Scanning Electron Microscope with an Oxford ISIS Energy-Dispersive X-ray
Analyser (SEM–EDXA). Oxford instruments Link ISIS 3.3 software was utilized.
Calibration was conducted using the NIST612 and the ANU2000 standard, which
is a high-quality obsidian from Wekwok, Admiralty Islands (Summerhayes 2009).
For the comparison study of the Teouma artifacts, 117 obsidian samples ana-
lyzed with LA-ICP-MS from western Paciﬁc obsidian sources were used (Reep-
meyer 2009). The isotopes of 31P, 59Co, 147Sm, 158Gd, 162Dy, 186W, 208Pb, and
232Th were selected using multiple regression analysis, as they showed the highest
ranking in di¤erentiating these sources from each other. Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) was employed as an unsupervised discrimination method. PCA
helps to reduce the complexity in a multi-variable data set. It orders cases in rela-
tion to their similarity and dissimilarity with other cases along vectors, so-called
components. In this study the ﬁrst and second components of the PCA (Fig. 2)
represent 81.6 percent of the variance, providing an unambiguous separation of
sources and the allocation of artifacts to certain sources. The occurrence of four
di¤erent sources can be detected. Besides the relatively large number of artifacts
from the West New Britain source locality Kutau/Bao, the sources of Mopir (also
West New Britain), and Vanua Lava and Gaua (both in the Banks Islands), can
also be identiﬁed. The results are supported by bi-plots of selected major and
trace elements (here K2O, Pb, Rb/Sr, Ta/Th) (Fig. 3a–c).
Location on Site
In the 2004–2006 ﬁeld seasons, areas which were disturbed by recent quarrying
activities were targeted. Consequently a number of the obsidian artifacts dis-
covered cannot be attributed to exact time periods. Additionally there is a scatter
of obsidian outside the main site area and here it is only rarely possible to assign
pieces to earlier or later phases as the deposits are shallow and mixed by prehis-
toric and/or recent agricultural activities. Considering these site disturbances only
a tentative chronological assignment can be given. Further excavation of 49 sq m
in undisturbed stratigraphy during 2008, however, strongly suggests that all of the
recovered obsidians were originally derived from Layer 3 early Lapita deposits as
no obsidian was found in any later deposits. It is therefore considered that any
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obsidian found in Layer 2 Erueti deposits excavated in 2004–2006 derive from
disturbed contexts and are most likely to be in secondary deposition. Erueti levels
in areas of the site near the current stream, which were still below sea level in ear-
lier Lapita times, also produced no obsidian pieces. It should be noted too that at
the Arapus site in northwest Efate, in deposits contemporary with late Lapita and
early Erueti phases at Teouma, not a single ﬂake of obsidian was recovered de-
spite extensive excavations over an area of several hectares (Bedford and Spriggs
2002; Spriggs and Bedford 2001).
Surface
Four artifacts were found on the surface, all sourced to Kutau/Bao. These artifacts
could not be allocated to a speciﬁc layer as they were disturbed by quarrying and
other activities on the site.
Fig. 2. Principle Component Analysis of 117 source samples from western Paciﬁc sources and arti-
facts from Teouma, Vanuatu (C¼ Kutau/Bao source; C ¼ Mopir source; s¼ Baki source; n ¼
Lou sources; j ¼ Manus source; b ¼ west Fergusson sources; e ¼ east Fergusson sources; þ ¼ Gaua
source;  ¼ Vanua Lava source; D ¼ Teouma artifacts).
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Fig. 3. Comparison of K2O abundances (wt%) and absolute counts of (A) Pb (ppm) and ratios of (B)
Rb/Sr, (C) Th/Ta (C¼ Kutau/Bao source; C ¼ Mopir source;s¼ Baki source; n ¼ Lou sources;
j ¼ Manus source; b ¼West Fergusson sources; e ¼ East Fergusson sources; þ ¼ Gaua source;
 ¼ Vanua Lava source; D ¼ Teouma artifacts).
Layers 1 and 2
As noted above, obsidian artifacts found in Layers 1 and 2 are all believed to have
been disturbed from Layer 3 deposits. Layer 1 is a relatively recent gardened top-
soil. In that layer, three obsidian artifacts were excavated: one from Kutau/Bao, a
single artifact sourced to Mopir, and one from Vanua Lava. The Mopir piece was
found outside of the main excavation area in Area 7A, in a mixed deposit with
several (generally worn) potsherds including one with Erueti-type decoration. In
this trench the layer was underlain by the brownish-orange tephra of Layer 3,
containing worn Lapita potsherds. In Layer 2, which has been dated to the Erueti
occupation phase (Bedford et al. 2006 : 817), nine artifacts from Kutau/Bao and
one artifact from Gaua in the Banks Islands were recovered. Of the total obsidian
artifact count (n ¼ 56, Table 1), 23.2 percent was found in Layers 1 and 2, with
84.6 percent of this attributed to West New Britain sources and 15.4 percent to
the Banks Islands.
Layer 2/3 and 1/3 Interfaces
The top of the cemetery area was disturbed by subsequent midden activity so that
obsidian pieces at the base of Layer 2 most likely originated from the underlying
stratum. In one part of the site, an earlier Lapita midden component (yet to be
investigated in detail) grades into later deposits without clear stratigraphic separa-
tion. Where this occurs it is again di‰cult to attribute pieces to precise time
periods.
At the Layer 2/3 interface and in locations where only Layers 1 and 3 are pres-
ent and form an interface, eight artifacts from Kutau/Bao and one artifact from
Fig. 3 (Continued )
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Vanua Lava were recovered. Additionally, there were two artifacts that showed
inconsistent results in the analysis and could not be sourced unambiguously. The
Layer 2/3 and 1/3 interfaces produced 21.4 percent of the whole obsidian assem-
blage. The eight artifacts sourced to West New Britain equate to 72.7 percent of
the Layer 2/3 sum, 9.1 percent (1 piece) are sourced to the Banks Islands and 18.2
percent (n ¼ 2) remain unsourced.
Layer 3
Layer 3 can be separated into burial ﬁlls associated with mortuary features within
the cemetery area and early midden deposits to the east. The midden deposits in-
clude 15 artifacts (13 from Kutau/Bao and one each of both Banks Islands sub-
sources). The burial ﬁlls include 12 artifacts from Kutau/Bao and one artifact
from Vanua Lava in the Banks Islands. Fifty percent of the total artifact count
was found in these contexts; 89.3 percent of artifacts were sourced to West New
Britain and 10.7 percent to both Banks Islands sources.
Chert, Basalt, and Quartz
No separate study on the sources of chert, basalt, or quartz on Efate was con-
ducted. Provenance studies of cherts in other sites in Remote Oceania have been
carried out (Sheppard 1996), but the necessary detailed geological data for prove-
nancing cherts are not yet available in Vanuatu. The physical attributes of the
chert, basalt, and quartz artifacts, however, suggest local sources (discussion
below).
technological analysis
Fifty-six obsidian artifacts were found compared to 110 ﬂakes, 23 angular shatter,
and eight cores made from chert, quartz, and basalt. Details on the physical attri-
Table 1. Summary of Layer Designation of all Found Obsidian Artifacts
layer source number
Surface Kutau/Bao 4
1 Kutau/Bao 1
Mopir 1
Vanua Lava 1
2 Kutau/Bao 9
Gaua 1
2/3 interface Kutau/Bao 8
Vanua Lava 1
N.d. 2
3 midden Kutau/Bao 13
Gaua 1
Vanua Lava 1
3 Kutau/Bao 12
Vanua Lava 1
Total 56
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butes of obsidian in comparison to chert, quartz and basalt artifacts of selected
sites throughout western Remote Oceania are provided in Table 2. A more
detailed statistical discussion of the physical attributes of obsidian and non-
obsidian artifacts is conducted in Reepmeyer (2009).
Obsidian by Source
West New Britain (WNB) — All pieces of obsidian were small: 44 (93.3%) artifacts
are ﬂakes and three pieces (6.7%) were angular shatter. Three artifacts showed
traces of cortex. Fifteen ﬂakes (25.6%) were complete; the majority of the
remaining ﬂakes (64.4%) show transverse (6 artifacts, 13.3%), lengthwise (5 arti-
facts, 11.1%), or both types of breakage (18 artifacts, 40%) (see Andrefsky
2005 : 87; Hiscock 2002 : 252–253 for deﬁnition). We cannot account for break-
age as an attribute of ‘‘utilization,’’ as neither transverse nor lengthwise breakage
are unambiguous attributes for the detection of use (for discussion see Odell
1981; Shea 1988). Usually we would expect extensive use-wear and marginal
resharpening resulting from the process of utilization, but these are not present in
the assemblage. A possible explanation for this is that in ‘‘expedient technologies’’
(Hanslip 2001) deliberate abandonment of still serviceable items is not uncom-
mon (Shott 1989a). The assemblages excavated in northern Vanuatu (Makue) as
well as in the Reefs–Santa Cruz Group also displayed the same lack of use-wear
and resharpening (Galipaud and Swete-Kelly 2007; Sheppard 1993). In the case
of the 2004–2006 excavations of the Teouma site, WNB-obsidian artifacts could
not unambiguously be associated with burials. They appear regularly in context of
burial in-ﬁlls and midden deposits.
Of special interest among the Teouma assemblage are two artifacts of a type
known as ‘‘gravers’’ (Sand and Sheppard 2000; Sheppard 1993). These artifacts
were found in large quantities in the Reefs–Santa Cruz Lapita assemblages, as
well as singularly in Lapita assemblages in Mussau and New Caledonia (Sand and
Sheppard 2000; Sheppard 1992, 1993). They have an ‘‘alternating retouch’’ (Tix-
ier 1974) of about 15 mm on one edge (Fig. 4a, b). Between the dorsal and the
ventral retouch is a c. 1 mm unretouched edge. Sheppard (1993 : 133) described
this particular retouch as an intentional application, not a result of use of the arti-
fact. No detailed use-wear analysis has been conducted yet, but obvious use-wear
or edge damage are not present on the unretouched part. Sand and Sheppard
(2000 : 239) proposed that one possible use of the graver tools was for cutting
human ﬂesh in scariﬁcation (also Hanslip 2001 : 153).
Formalized retouch is exceptionally rare apart from these two tools. Whereas
edge damage is common (most probably occurring after deposition; for discussion
see Young and Bamforth 1990), 33 artifacts (68.9%) show a ﬁne retouch on at
least one edge with a continuous retouch length of more than 5 mm. Only one
further artifact could be described as carrying deliberate retouch (Fig. 4c). The
single Mopir-sourced artifact is signiﬁcantly larger than the Kutau/Bao pieces. It
was complete, with unclear damage on one edge.
Banks Islands — Six artifacts were sourced to the Banks Islands. All of them are
ﬂakes; no angular shatter could be detected. The ﬂakes are on average slightly
larger than the WNB ﬂakes and physically bear a resemblance to the chert ﬂakes.
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Fig. 4. (A) Artifact 6.855, ‘‘Graver,’’ dorsal side, graver point indicated through bracket; (B) Artifact
6.907, ‘‘Graver,’’ dorsal and ventral surface, graver point indicated through brackets; (C) Artifact
5.123, ‘‘backed point’’ with impact breakage on distal end.
On the other hand, they show a similar percentage of breakages (33.3% complete,
16.7% transverse, 16.7% lengthwise, and 33.3% both) to the WNB obsidian arti-
facts. Half of the artifacts have traces of cortex. Both pieces from the subsource of
Gaua are carrying cortex, one in primary and one in tertiary location. The single
artifact carrying cortex from the Vanua Lava subsource displays cortex on the
platform. No formal tools could be identiﬁed, but all of the artifacts show traces
of edge damage.
Chert, Quartz, and Basalt
Only a comparatively small percentage of the total weight of ﬂaked lithic artifacts
consists of obsidian artifacts (9.8%; 72.3 g), with chert (84 pieces), quartz (25
pieces), and basalt (24 pieces) making up 90.2 percent (639.8 g) of the total
weight. The relatively large number of cores (6 chert, 1 quartz, and 1 basalt), in
combination with high amounts of cortex (here deﬁned as unworked surface) on
the ﬂakes, suggests local sources.
Artifacts made from chert, quartz, and basalt are distributed equally throughout
the sequence. Two artifacts were surface ﬁnds or from disturbed contexts. Forty
artifacts were found in Layers 1 and 2 with a mean weight of 4.3 g (SD: 4.1 g); in
the interfaces of Layer 2/3 and 1/3, 21 artifacts were found (mean weight 4.3 g,
SD: 4.2 g); and Layer 3 contains 70 artifacts with a mean weight of 5.3 g (SD:
7.3 g).
A similar issue arises as with the obsidian concerning stratigraphic attribution of
the chert, quartz, and basalt. Although there is certainly some mixing of material
found in Layers 1 and 2, and much of Layer 2/3 and 1/3 material is most probably
attributable to the Layer 3 midden deposits, the distribution is somewhat di¤erent
than that of obsidian. In contrast to the obsidian the other ﬂaked materials are also
found in the Erueti-only parts of the site nearer the river, and in undisturbed
Layer 2 deposits excavated in 2008. In addition, similar chert and other ﬂakes
occur in the late Lapita–Erueti-period Arapus site in northwest Efate. Some of
the non-obsidian ﬂaked material from 2004–2006 is thus certainly attributable to
the Erueti phase occupation at Teouma.
The amount of angular shatter (13 chert, 8 quartz, and 2 basalt) in the assem-
blage together with the high amount of primary and secondary cortex (deﬁned
after Andrefsky 2005); 32.3 percent of the artifacts are carrying cortex with an
average of 39.8 percent of the dorsal side covered by cortex. The occurrence of
eight cores indicate the production of ﬂakes on site. The non-obsidian artifacts
show edge damage less often: only 28 artifacts (21.1%) displayed a ﬁne retouch
on one or more edges. Breakages are less common: 81.8 percent (90 pieces) of
the analyzed ﬂakes were complete, 13.6 percent (15 pieces) were transversally
broken, and 4.5 percent (5 pieces) had both types of breakage.
Eight cores were found. As in other Lapita sites (Halsey 1995; Hanslip 2001;
Sheppard 1993) they show free hand reduction technology with no striking plat-
form preparation and no signs of standardized core reduction strategy. The mean
weight of the cores is 10.4 g (SD: 9.3 g) with an average length of 33.3 mm (SD:
15.4 mm). The number of scars per core (Mean: 3.3, SD: 1.12) is positive propor-
tional to the number of core rotations and terminations on ﬂaking surfaces. Two
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cores showed traces of cortex, one with 20 percent cortex and one with 80 per-
cent; this indicates a core that was tested and then discarded (Andrefsky 2005).
Three cores showed bipolar reduction, not uncommon in many lithic industries
(Odell 2000; Shott 1989b) and two cores were recycled ﬂakes.
discussion
Time and Range of West New Britain Obsidian Exchange
The study of obsidian artifacts from Teouma is the ﬁrst detailed geochemical ana-
lysis of a signiﬁcant assemblage (48 pieces) of West New Britain (WNB) obsidian
in Vanuatu. The radiocarbon dates for the Teouma site indicate that it was used
from the initial colonization of Vanuatu around 3100 b.p., and again during the
early Erueti phase lasting from about 2800 to 2500 b.p. The occupation ceased
thereafter and no other use of the site, except for gardening, can be detected until
about a century ago (Bedford et al. 2006 : 817). No obsidian artifacts were found
in areas of the site containing only Erueti layers, so we believe that an import of
WNB obsidian ceased some time prior to 2800 b.p. with the end of Lapita in
Vanuatu.
The chronology of the Teouma obsidian assemblage can potentially help de-
lineate the changes in the exchange pattern of obsidian through the eastern Bis-
marcks and the Solomons from a dominance of WNB obsidian in early Lapita to
Admiralty Islands obsidian in middle Lapita and back to a dominance of WNB
obsidian in latest Lapita (Summerhayes 2003, 2009; Summerhayes et al. 1998;
White and Harris 1997). The WNB to Admiralties change is not seen in the large
assemblages of the three main Reefs–Santa Cruz Lapita sites of SZ-8, RL-2, and
RL-6 (Green 1987; Sheppard 1993). The later Lapita Kiki phase deposits on
nearby Tikopia, however, contain only Admiralty and Banks Islands obsidians
(Spriggs et al. submitted, correcting Kirch and Yen 1982), and may suggest that
the obsidian source realignment is also witnessed in Remote Oceania. If so it
must have occurred after obsidian use ceased at the Teouma site.
As larger assemblages usually account for a more intense exchange connection,
we would expect that these changes in sources would be replicated by distant
communities in direct contact with these regions. The dominance of Kutau/Bao
obsidian throughout the Teouma sequence suggests that direct contact with colo-
nizer communities in the eastern Bismarck Archipelago is unlikely. Small-scale
interregional connections, such as intense exchange only to the Lapita sites in the
Reefs–Santa Cruz Islands appear to be the most plausible model in light of the
low mean weight of the artifacts, the missing cores and cortex, and the large
numbers of dorsal scars on the artifacts.
Sand and Sheppard (2000 : 240) argued that the exchange network of WNB
obsidian ‘‘was very quickly broken’’ beyond the Reefs–Santa Cruz Group. This
model now needs to be amended. Bedford and Spriggs proposed ‘‘Rather than
the Reefs–Santa Cruz Group being seen as unique, it can now be seen rather as a
nodal point and not a terminus in a wider chronozone stretching down to north-
ern and central Vanuatu’’ (2008 : 105). This is apparent through the discovery of
signiﬁcant WNB obsidian assemblages in northern and central Vanuatu and the
exchange of Banks Islands obsidian into the Southeast Solomon Islands, starting
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from the earliest Lapita colonization onward in this region (see also Sheppard and
Walter 2006 : 59). Whether this interaction sphere continues into the post-Lapita
phase requires further dating and analysis of southeast Solomons assemblages. That
it either did continue or was later revived is evident through the signiﬁcant
amounts of Banks Islands obsidian found in Tikopia in deposits of the last thou-
sand years (Kirch and Yen 1982 : 256, Table 35).
To date only a single piece of Admiralties obsidian has been identiﬁed geo-
chemically in Vanuatu, in this case by Neutron Activation Analysis (Ambrose
1976 : 365–366), from Lapita contexts on the island of Malo. In itself it is not evi-
dence of continued exchange relations with the Bismarcks in later Lapita times, as
there was a small component of Admiralties obsidian accompanying the predomi-
nantly WNB obsidians during initial occupation of the Reefs–Santa Cruz sites.
Galipaud and Swete-Kelly (2007) have proposed additional imports of Admiralty
Islands obsidian into Vanuatu based on density measurements on the Makue arti-
facts. A detailed geochemical analysis of these artifacts is still pending, but the lim-
itations of the density method (Swete-Kelly 2001; Torrence and Victor 1995),
such as the large overlap of Admiralty Islands obsidian and obsidian from the
Banks Islands (Spriggs et al. 2010), makes this suggested provenance questionable.
As noted earlier no obsidian from Mopir has been found in the southeast Solo-
mon Islands (Green 1987 : 244), whereas it is present in later Lapita assemblages in
the eastern Bismarck Archipelago. The possible implications of the single piece of
Mopir obsidian found at Teouma, although in unclear stratigraphical deposition,
need to be considered. First it could support a continued communication be-
tween Remote Oceania and the Bismarck Archipelago into the latest Lapita pe-
riod as already suggested on other grounds by Sheppard (1993 : 134). Alternatively
it might open the possibility of a renewed exchange connection with the Bis-
marck Archipelago toward the end of the Lapita period. Less likely is that it is a
residual piece, somehow incorporated into early Lapita obsidian exchanges, as no
Mopir obsidian is found in early Lapita sites anywhere in the Bismarcks (Summer-
hayes 2003 : 138, 2004 : 150, 2009; Summerhayes et al. 1993: Table 4).
Modes of Exchange
Unsurprisingly for the site’s distance from the source, the Teouma artifacts are
small with minimal cortex detectable. The lack of cores and three pieces of angu-
lar shatter provide evidence of only very minor production of artifacts at the site
and make import of already ﬂaked artifacts into the site perhaps more likely.
Whether this apparent picture is due to the concentration of the ﬁeldwork to
date on the cemetery area as opposed to the earliest Lapita midden deposits is the
subject of current research. One indication that it might be a sampling issue is the
analysis of the obsidian assemblage of Makue, where production of artifacts could
be unambiguously identiﬁed ( Jean-Christophe Galipaud and Marie-Clare Swete-
Kelly pers. comm.), although the publication of the detailed technological analysis
of that assemblage is still pending.
The low mean weight of the artifacts and the missing cortex as well as a high
amount of dorsal scars could indicate down-the-line exchange (Renfrew 1975)
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with other Lapita colonization communities closer geographically to the source.
Specht (2002) in his comparative study of obsidian exchange from Lapita and
post-Lapita sites has, however, discussed the problems of comparing mean weight
of artifacts from di¤erent sites with one another (cf. also Fredericksen 1997; Tor-
rence 1986). In the same study Specht showed the connection between down-
the-line exchange and a ‘‘pulse’’ of colonization in early Lapita times (cf. also
Irwin and Holdaway 1996).
Outside Vanuatu, geographically closest sites in a down-the-line exchange
would be the Lapita sites in the Reefs–Santa Cruz Islands. Total weight of
imported Kutau/Bao obsidian (Sheppard 1993 : 127), mean weight of the arti-
facts (Table 2), the occurrence of cores (Sheppard 1993 : 129, Table 5), and
cortex on cores and artifacts (SZ-8, 32%; RF-2, 29.4%; RF-6, 45.8%; cf.
Sheppard 1993 : 125) are additional arguments for an exchange model in which
the Reefs–Santa Cruz sites would be deﬁned as nodal points in this exchange
network.
Social Implications
Exchange networks that were based on the necessity to acquire a valued com-
modity tend to display economization, and this has been shown on occasion in
relation to obsidian artifact reduction (Torrence 2005). However, several exam-
ples of ‘‘non-economical’’ utilization of obsidian in Remote Oceania have been
identiﬁed (Green 1976; Halsey 1995; Sheppard 1993; Swete-Kelly 2001). It
seems that the Teouma assemblage also ﬁts into this category. Because of such
examples, Swete-Kelly stated that the mechanism involved in obsidian exchange
cannot be explained through a strictly formalist economic theory (2001 : 98).
If obsidian was discarded in a ‘‘most utilitarian way’’ (Green and Anson
1998 : 66) at Teouma, the pattern is hard to interpret. The absence of retouch on
the artifacts and their discard before usability was fully exhausted (some of the
artifacts still contain sharp edges), could be interpreted as discard ‘‘according to
another set of commodity (utilitarian) values’’ (Sheppard 1993 : 135). There is,
however, also the possibility that the main function of the artifacts could only be
fulﬁlled in the most ‘‘fresh’’ stage of reduction.
Specht (2002 : 45) argued that such seemingly non-utilitarian behavior shows
‘‘the capacity of the colonists to continue using obsidian in the same way as in
their ancestral home’’ and, further, provides a witness of ‘‘the conscious attempts
to replicate the ancestral societies’’ (Specht 2002 : 44). In addition, Torrence
(2005 : 365) explains this behavior through the physical attributes of obsidian, its
‘‘brilliance, translucency and strong colour’’ together with the ‘‘uniqueness of its
source’’ (see also Green and Kirch 1997; Kirch 1988; Sheppard 1993; Sheppard
and Walter 2006).
Banks Islands obsidian was only infrequently employed as a substitute for the
WNB material, indicating the di¤erent value given to particular obsidian sources
(Torrence and Summerhayes 1997). Thus, it provides an additional argument for
the importance of obsidian as one of the links to a common homeland or tradi-
tion. It may also be an indicator of the need for replication of ancestral traditions
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as a means of risk-minimization (Bedford and Spriggs 2008 : 99) and stronger
bonding of the group in an unknown and therefore dangerous territory during
the initial colonization phase (Torrence 2004).
conclusion
Although no sourcing study has been carried out on the cherts, quartz, and basalt
ﬂaked material, it appears likely that it is nearly all of local origin. This is on the
basis of the number of cores, the high amounts of cortex, and the size of individ-
ual artifacts. This range of materials continued in use throughout the prehistoric
sequences of central Vanuatu. In contrast, obsidian export from West New Brit-
ain represents one of the most distant transports of a raw material among Neo-
lithic societies (Bellwood and Hiscock 2005). Although a less prominent cultural
marker than the ﬁne decoration on Lapita vessels, it is the only commodity that
traveled the whole distance from the founding communities in the Bismarck Ar-
chipelago to the colonizer settlements of western Remote Oceania in any quan-
tity (Green and Kirch 1997: Table 2.2).
The modes of exchange of this material become clearer when we see the
Teouma site in its wider context. The physical attributes of the artifacts and the
lack of cores indicate a down-the-line exchange with neighboring sites closer to
the source area. The small size of the artifacts (as is also the case in the early Lapita
site of Makue on Aore) and the low amount of cortex and high count of dorsal
scars suggest that direct contact with the source areas is unlikely. An interaction
sphere involving the Reefs–Santa Cruz Islands seems to be more probable. This
can also be detected in common decorative traits on Lapita vessels (Bedford
2007) as well as in the occasional presence of Banks Islands obsidian in these sites.
Re-creating known social worlds in an unknown territory is a challenge for
human groups (Anderson 2003). That such re-creation could not be fulﬁlled by
local obsidian resources is possibly indicated by the low utilization of the Banks
Islands obsidian, although the Teouma assemblage shows that the Banks sources
were known and used from the time of initial settlement. Although the boundary
of Banks Islands obsidian exchange has been pushed farther south by the Teouma
discoveries, we still have no evidence that these obsidians were exchanged into
the ‘‘southern’’ Lapita province as deﬁned by Sand (2000). The presence of obsi-
dians at the Teouma site might be viewed as a by-product of more encompassing
exchange relations, bringing in marriage partners along with a range of goods of
social value. Obsidian itself cannot be considered as of lasting intrinsic value; if it
were, the exchange of at least the locally available Banks Islands products would
have continued to central Vanuatu into the post-Lapita period. As a reminder of
the Bismarcks homeland or as a by-product of continued indirect interaction with
it, the utilization of obsidian in central Vanuatu was a very short-lived phenome-
non.
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abstract
Fifty-six obsidian artifacts and 141 non-obsidian artifacts were excavated in three
ﬁeld seasons at Teouma, Efate Island, central Vanuatu. Using LA-ICP-MS the
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majority of the obsidian artifacts were provenienced to the obsidian subsource of
Kutau/Bao on West New Britain in the Bismarck Archipelago, Papua New Guinea.
This study is the ﬁrst geochemical analysis of a signiﬁcant assemblage of West New
Britain obsidian south of the Solomon Islands. Moreover, this ﬁnding represents
only the second sizable assemblage of West New Britain obsidian in Remote Ocea-
nia beyond the Reefs–Santa Cruz Lapita sites and further establishes Vanuatu as a
key area in understanding the initial Lapita settlement of Remote Oceania. Six ob-
sidian artifacts were sourced to the Banks Islands, northern Vanuatu, supporting the
hypothesis that sources there were known and utilized from the initial colonization
of the Vanuatu Archipelago. A single artifact from the West New Britain subsource
of Mopir was found. This is the only Lapita-period Mopir obsidian artifact found
so far outside the Bismarck Archipelago. The geochemical analysis was accompa-
nied by a quantitative attribute analysis investigating the reduction technology of
the ﬂaked assemblage. Keywords: provenance studies, obsidian exchange, Vanuatu,
Lapita, colonization, western Melanesia.
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